“If our values don’t drive our metrics, our metrics will distort our values”  
Christopher P. Long, MSU

**HuMetricsHSS**  
HUMANE METRICS INITIATIVE  
HuMetricsHSS supports the development and implementation of new methods for assessing the nature and quality of scholarship. In an era in which metrics increasingly shape how scholarship is undertaken and evaluated, HuMetricsHSS takes an innovative approach that:

1. Identifies values that enrich practices of scholarship in order to expand the breadth of what counts as a “scholarly contribution”.
2. Orient scholars and institutions toward the values about which they care most deeply.
3. Provide structured ways to intentionally embody those values in the practices by which knowledge is created, shared, and evaluated.

HuMetricsHSS hopes to help individuals, departments, and academic institutions reshape the culture of higher education so that it is more humane, supportive, and just.

**The HuMetricsHSS Value Framework**

**Humanities Values**  
- Nurturing fulfilling scholarly lives
- Equity
- Openness
- Collegiality
- Quality
- Community

**Values**

1. **Openness in academia is hindered by established behaviours and “norms”, power structures, and an increasingly ubiquitous competition against scarcity of resources.**
2. **Nurturing Openness, along with other values leading to a “fulfilling scholarly life”, with a structure of incentives & rewards, is a powerful approach to change such a culture.**
3. **An assessment approach where metrics are used to measure scholars’ progress towards embodying values like Openness into their practices will make Open Science “just science.”**
4. **Successful & persistent transition to Open Science can only be achieved through a culture change that requires also reflecting deeply on the values underpinning research.**
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